
VALIDATING IDEAS 

EFFECTIVELY & EFFICIENTLY

SEMINAR HAND-OUT



Understanding 
Validation



Do you know how the Chinese bamboo tree grows?

It requires daily watering and fertilization for 4+ years or the root

dies.

Businesses take almost as long to pay off.

How much are you willing to waste till you realize you planted

the wrong seeds or in the wrong conditions?

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5

HEIGHT
28 Meters

Year 4

TIME

Source:
National Geographic

Why Validate



Why Validate

Your expertise can lead you  through the 
old paths but will mislead you through 
the new ones.

“In all my experience, I have never been in any 
accident of any sort worth speaking about. I never 
saw a wreck and never have been wrecked, nor was I 
ever in any predicament that threatened to end in 
disaster of any sort”

Captain Edward John Smith, speaking 5 years 
before the Titanic accident.

Overcome Myopia



Why Validate
To level up your 
success chances

• Verify the core assumptions and hypothesis.

• Make sure your are not the only one who is interested in 
the idea.

• Early define the financial requirements thus reduce future 
cash deficits.

• Gain partners’ and investors’ buy-in and trust.

• Avoid turning the business into a pure test lab.

• If your solution is demanded, to know how to put it in a 
feasible business format.

STARTUP FAILURE CAUSES DEFINED BY A FORBES STUDY 

You are more likely to be one of the

AVERAGE STARTUP SUCCESS RATE

20% successful 

startups



Validation Essence

Focus
Endeavors

Define
Boundaries

Plan
Properly

Refining
Ideas

Validation short lists what is definitely invalid but does not guarantee 
the success of valid ideas. 

Your final success eventually depends on the quality of your execution, 
depth of commitment and pace of learning during early operations. 



Validation Essence

Those who do not validate unconventional ideas and “Just do it” , start 
from the middle of the ocean.

They need a lot of luck and reserves to make it to the shore.



Validation Mistakes

• Jumping stages; testing a raw idea instead of a clear product (questioning what customers think not what 

customers experienced).

• Having low passion and interest in the idea from the first place (only financial drive).

• Applying a pure “just do it” approach or a pure “theoretical” approach.

• Asking too many questions without knowing how to use the answers.

• Overlooking the requirements and operational feasibility aspects.

• Testing ideas immaturely and starting with detailed business modeling. 

• Full reliance on secondary data and competition results.

• Consulting with experts who lack imagination or who have never been engaged in innovative ventures.

• Not sharing ideas with others out of the fear of being copied.

• Having an extreme emotional connection with a rigid form of your idea (consistency bias).



Recommended 
Framework  

Need-Fit

MODEL INTEGRITY

SOLUTION 
VALUE  

Techniques : 

Idea conceptualization, 

SC Matrix

Competitive Benchmarking

Presentation and Prototype

Need-Fit Analysis

Demand Sizing

Solution Executability

FINANCIAL 
FEASIBILITY 

Rough Business Ideas

Input: Raw Business Idea 

Outcome: 
Viable Solutions (products/services) which meet a relatively 
significant market need. 

Purpose: 
Maturing the concept, checking the demand level and Tailoring the 
idea to user needs.

Valid Business Plans



Need-Fit
FINANCIAL 
FEASIBILITY 

MODEL INTEGRITY

SOLUTION 
VALUE  

Rough Business Ideas

Techniques : 

Business Model Development

Capability-requirement fit

Requirements Analysis

Pricing Analysis 

Sustainability & Scalability

Threat Assessment 

Input: Viable Solutions (Tested Product /Service) Ideas

Outcome: 
Integrated and sound business model that details how the solution 
will be offered and developed. 

Purpose: 
Transform the innovative idea into a rational and doable business 
model within the current context and capabilities.

Valid Business Plans

Recommended 
Framework  



Need-Fit
FINANCIAL 
FEASIBILITY 

MODEL INTEGRITY

Valid Business Plans

SOLUTION 
VALUE  

Rough Business Ideas

Techniques : 

Revenue Estimates

Expenditures Estimates

Break-even analysis

Financial Requirements

Cashflow Analysis

Analyzing Profitability & Return

Input: Integrated business model 

Outcome: 
Feasible business plans with clear financial requirements. 

Purpose: 
Assess the financial implications and feasibility of the designed model 
and define the scale thresholds.

Recommended 
Framework  



Engagement Point

• What type of ideas do you go through often? new products or new operational 
methods? 

• Share some validation problems which you encounter and were not mentioned.

• Write down an idea which is now on the top of your list and you are interested to 
validate. 



Idea Conceptualization



Transforming a product/service idea from 
an abstract notion to a solid concept.

Significance

To put your idea in a form that can be 
prototyped and shared with partners.

Defining the purpose and enhancing the 
maturity and clarity. 



1) Write down all details spinning your head without structure. 

2) Bring up the positive points and the negative points related to the idea. Using basic scoring, 
weigh the whys and why nots. If the score is not significantly positive, you would need to 
modify or invalidate. 

3) Pour in all the details you wrote in IC template and start thinking of the other details which 
you have not considered to complete the concept. 

4) Review the concept with a partner to verify your blind spots. 

Methodology 
In Practice

Excel Template Attached



Strength-Certainty 
Scorecard



Decreasing the innovation-associated risks and 
setting priorities according to feasibility.

Significance

Avoiding stepping in apparently interesting 
practically complex projects.

Developing innovation momentum by starting with 
the closest.

Capitalizing on the organization's strength 
and shortening the experience curve. 

Matching Strengths but 
Uncertain

Matching Strengths and 
Highly Certain

Not Matching Strengths and 
Highly Certain

Not Matching Strengths and 
uncertain

Excel Template Attached



1) Write down all raised up ideas in the template.

2) Rank both the speed of paying back and the predictability in groups.

3) Break down the key requirements needed to deliver each idea. Provide weights based on the 
significance of each for idea implementation. Rank how mature the organization is with these 
requirements. 

4) The final Score Represents the Strength-Certainty Match of an idea. You can set weights to the 
dimensions that matter most.

Methodology 
In Practice



Need-fit Analysis



Avoid developing a solution which is centered 
around weak needs.

Significance

Defining the dominance of user needs (gains and 
pains).

Assessing the solution clarity level from the 
user’s perspective.

Defining the missing, critical, periphery and 
unnecessary solution features. 

Designing a customer centric solution at the 
early stages.

Ideate around your customer’s aspirations not 
the entrepreneur’s.



1) Segment the market on high level and profile major customer personas. 

2) Gather initial information about your personas behavior from Social Media, previous surveys, 
google trends, expert interviews, buyer observance or focus groups.  

3) Reach out to your target personas through common interest initiative such as FB groups, 
podcasts, events, blogs or ads with landing pages.

4) Interact with prospects representing the key personas and analyze their experience with your 
solution.  

5) Start filling in the key observed needs and the solution features in the need-solution matrix and 
check the key value fit score.

6) Defining missing, critical, periphery and hurdling features through the value score.

7) Start modifying your solution features to leverage your value proposition. 

Methodology 
In Practice

Excel Template Attached


